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1) Preamble:- 

a) The application ADVR is a 
sophisticated program that is the User 
Interface (UI) of ADVS. 

b) It requires Ubuntu 10.04 as the 
Operating System. 

c) It commands the camera operation 
and accepts sequences of images 
from the camera and matches them 
with data from HTCC and writes the 
video file in .adv format to the 
system’s Hard Disk Drive. 

d) The diagram at right shows the 
location of ADVR in the ADVS-HTCC 
schema.  

 
2) ADVS Manuals:-  

a) It is assumed that the reader is aware of and has read complete set of ADVS Manuals. 
i) Refer to ADVS-Manual-A-v0.8_IndexToManuals 

b) The ‘E’ series details the steps required for a successful ADVR install. 
 
 
3) Starting ADVR:- 

a) Ensure HTCC has acquired a time fix and 
the 1pps LED is blinking. 

b) Ensure FlyCapture2 can “see” the camera. 
i) Menu: Applications>Point Grey Research>FlyCap2 
ii) If you receive a “0 Cameras detected” refer the troubleshooting section 

c) Start ADVR by either double clicking the ADVR.sh icon Starting in Terminal using the command; 
i)  LD_LIBRARY_PATH="$LD_LIBRARY_PATH:./bin" ./bin/ADVR 

d) ADVR will; 
i) Reboot HTCC 
ii) Display the startup banner shown below 
iii) Will pole through messages 
iv) Note Output Location message.  If this location (folder) does not exist, ARVR will crash on 

recording. 
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4) ADVR Screen 
a) On successful start ADVR will display the camera images as well as thedata shown below. 

 
 
5) ADVS Menu 

a) ADVR is controlled by keyboard strokes. 
b) At any time, pressing the ‘?’ key will cause the ADVR menu to appear. 

 
c) U/D (>/<) - Frame Rates 30,15,7.5,3.75, 1.875 fames per second, 1,2,3,4,6 & 8 seconds per frame 
d) R/S - Recording File Name, in Mbytes and number of frames are reported.  
e) Z - Toggles between Full screen and Window display. 

i) When entering Full screen the pointer icon is centred to aid telescope alignment. 
f) Q - Clears all On-Screen data. 
g) M - Toggles between Saturated Warning, and Lo screen gamma and Hi screen gamma 
h) I - Toggles between white stars on black sky and black stars on white sky 
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i) F/G - Gamma control – Hi & Lo gamma are the same settings for the Watec WAT-120N 
j) H/J - Gain control. 0db to 30db (depending on the camera) 
k) B/V - Offset control 
l) ? - toggles menu on/off 
m) Esc - quit ADVR 

 
n) Most keystrokes will be confirmed by the displaying of a brief message on-screen. 
o) It is possible to operate ADVR without a keyboard, by using a mouse+onBoard, 

i) EXCEPT in Full Screen mode when naturally the on-screen-keyboard will disappear.  
 
6) Almanac Updates 

a) ADVR will monitor the state of HTCC and hence it’s GPS, for the condition of it’s Almanac to determine 
the reliability of the reported time. 

 
i) If a red ‘?’ is displayed, and the time display is Yellow, then the condition of the GPS’s almanac is 

uncertain, therefore the reported time can not be relied on. 
ii) If the time display is Green, then the Almanac logic has determined that the reported time is good. 

(1) The presence of –X indicates that an almanac update has occurred. 
b) The reported condition of the almanac is written to the .adv file for every frame and Tangra3 has logic to 

account for almanac updates that occur during a recording. 
i) If an event is imminent and the condition of the almanac is uncertain, then; 

(1) Start the recording anyway 
(2) Do not stop the recording at the end of the observation, just keep recording until the condition 

of the almanac becomes certain.  To reduce file size, simply cap the telescope and reduce the 
frame rate (keystroke U or >) to 1 or 2 spf. 

(3) Or simply take note of the ‘–X’ value (if any) and manually account for any adjustment. 
c) The startup procedure of ADVR includes rebooting of HTCC.  This may prolong the determination of the 

condition of the almanac. 
i) If the event is not imminent and the A-OK LED of HTCC is not lit, then it will save time to wait for 

the A-OK LED to illuminate before starting ADVR. 
 
7) Tips for getting the most out of ADVS. 

a) ADVS offers the capability of recording 12bit (or 14bit) video.  (standard video is 8bit) 
b) Computer monitors can usually display 6bit data.  8bit monitors are very (very) expensive. 
c) If the operator (you) set the controls of ADVR by looking at the standard display, you are effectively 

turning the 12bit data into the resolution that the screen is displaying. 
d) To get the most out of ADVS you need to understand that; 

i) ADVR can record low values that the standard screen cannot display.Tangra3 can also measure 
low values that the standard screen can not display.  This is very disconcerting as the operator 
(You) needs to see and adjust for conditions you cannot see. 

ii) To compensate ADVR has two values of Screen Gamma (lo and hi) (keystroke ‘m’) that will boost 
the low levels so the operator can now see the low level data on-screen.  The screen gamma 
condition is not recorded in the .adv file. 

iii) ADVR also can invert the display (black stars on white sky).  This is a big help when the sky is 
bright (e.g. target is near full moon).  The inversion condition is not recorded in the .adv file. 

iv) Tangra3 has controls to set the analysis screen to similar values used for the recording, however 
the light curve is constructed from measures of the raw (unadjusted data) 

e) Once you understand the logic (of point ‘d’) you can set the camera’s gain and gamma values to a more 
moderate level, thereby preventing overcooking your video observation. 

f) ADVR will warn of saturation by displaying objects in two values of red.  Dark red is slightly saturated 
and bright red is heavily saturated.   If the target is bright, make adjustments to prevent saturation. 
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8) Troubleshooting 
a) FlyCap2 – Camera not detected - A FireWire bus problem.  Try; 

i) If using an Expresscard34 or similar cycling the power on/off 
ii) Remove/replace the FireWire cable form the camera or the computer 
iii) Rebooting the computer 

b) ADVR startup stalls; 
i) Press Esc and try a restart 

c) Numbers followed by a * appear above the frame counter.  These are frames with bad or missing timing 
data.  This is usually induced by noisy electrical equipment nearby.  Move the noisy equipment away or 
reroute cables to prevent repeat instances. 

d)  
 
 
 

 
    


